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Let’s Up-Level Our Businesses Today!



What’s Most Important 2 U?



“I want more success in my initial 
client interviews and sales 

conversations.”
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“I want more tools and resources 
to work with so that I can work at 

higher levels                              
of the organizations I serve.”

2



“I want other consultants to 
discuss ideas with for a sounding 

board.”

2



“I want better training to improve 
my skills as a consultant.”

2



“I want to care more and to create 
better outcomes for myself.”

2
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●  Collaborated 

It’s a team thing! Let’s Cooperate!
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Camaraderie doesn’t last
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No team improvement
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Vulnerability       Increased workload





Unskilled Manager

Silver Bullet   
Solution



Unskilled Manager

Bad for the Manager

Bad for your reputation
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• Discovery Conversation 

• Critical sales process

• 4 Parts

Conversation Structure



First Part
Understanding The 
Client’s Present Situation



Second Part
How Painful Is The 
Client’s Present 
Situation?



Third Part
What would having this 
situation corrected look 
like and feel like?



Fourth Part
Teach The Client How 
Your Service Achieves 
Sustainable Results.
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Transference
Required for   
changed behavior 
and improvement
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Assessing Transfer

We Understand 
The System 
Required For Our 
Client’s Optimum 
Success



#3 Biggest Mistake

B = BEHAVIOR

No Change In Behavior



No Team Cohesion

Builds Resentment

Bad For You & The 
Manager!



Client Discovery Conversation

This is a 4 part critical sales 
process

What is the plan for 
transference?

How will you know you were 
successful? 
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quantifiable AND qualitative

$AVINGS

Training Absenteeism

Salaries to manage turnover

ConflictOrientation
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Measurement is                 
quantifiable AND qualitative

Performance

Cost $avings



YOU Can Make HUGE a 
Difference!



$avings Boost Even More 
$avings!



Track it …..



Celebrate it …



Measurement      Savings and/or Productivity 

What you measure on teams.

Who collects the measurement 
data.

What you do with the measurement
data once you get it.



Team 
Performance

Team Goals

What you measure on teams.



Team Goals

Team Monitored

Team Performance

Collecting measurement data.



Post it. 

Celebrate it.

Compare it.

Applying the measurement data.



#2 Biggest Mistake

M = MEASUREMENT

Fail to measure R.O.I.



Measure

Costs saved.

Productivity Improved.



Measurements

Team achievement

Team generated data

Reported frequently
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STOP! 
THE ROLLER COASTER.         

I WANT TO GET OFF!



The cost to 
find a new 
client is 7 X 
greater than 
to do 
business 
with a prior 
client.

New Client     Repeat Client

AdDec 2009

$



Yikes



Stress

Team Development Takes 
Time.

Must prepare leadership for 
transference.

Commitment from client.

Follow through by client.



When to add new clients?



Stress = Income Insecurity



Trainer     Facilitator    Consultant        Coach



Trainer

“Teach skills to be applied and 
repeated that changes behavior or 

improves how work is done.”



Facilitator

“Run meetings, problem solving 
session, planning session and share 

observations about the group’s 
process.”



Consultant

“Consultants are advisors and 
sometimes outsource their 

expertise.”



Coach

“Support people who are learning 
new skills or changing behavior to 

achieve goals.”



Trainer

Facilitator

Consultant

Coach
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Create different points of 
billable contact.

Trust

Interdependence

Genuineness

Empathy

Risk

Success
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Survey
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Training

Coaching



Training          Consulting
Group Process Series                Survey

Project Management

Advice

Facilitation            Coaching
TIGERS Game                      Transference

Planning

Meetings

Problem Solving



Create different points of 
billable contact.

Gather resources.



Business Development Resources

Help For My 
Collaborators



#1 Biggest Mistake

R = Reoccurring      
Income

No steady repeating 
income.



Consulting Business Plan

Segmented Services

Repeatable System

Saves Marketing Costs



The 3 Big Mistakes

#3 B = Behavior
#2 M = Measurement
#1 S = Successful System

Build More Success



Get Your 
Report Now!



www.corevalues.com
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Discover 3 Serious Mistakes Some Management Consultants Make That Stunt Business Growth and Income



















Welcome to the Webinar.  

You are about to discover the 3 Big Blunders Many Team Building Trainers  and Consultants Make That Keep Them From Working with good Clients on a regular basis, earning good fees and being brought back to work with more teams  --  over and over.  More importantly you are going to discover how to avoid these mistakes so you can grow your business in a sustainable and successful way.  

My name is Dianne Crampton, and I am very glad you have joined me here. 















A Little Extra Turns Ordinary Into Extraordinary!



One of my favorite sayings goes like this:  The difference between ordinary and extraordinary is that little extra. And I think it is that little extra time you are taking right now out of your busy schedule that distinguishes you from the ordinary.  















I am going to be walking you through practical and actionable solutions to the three big mistakes that keep your business under booked, and you underpaid and unappreciated in today’s Webinar. But MOST importantly these are common sense solutions that you can implement immediately so you can start building a more sustainable and successful business right away ….  working with good clients that pay you well and who bring you back to work with more of their employees because they value your work and know it makes a difference. 
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Use the Question Dialogue Box, too!











Insights



I am going to share some insights on how I discovered the importance of the 3 big mistakes and what I have done to correct them. 













Insights

3rd = “B”



Then I am going to cover the 3rd most important thing that begins with “B” that nearly every team-builder fails to do that keeps their clients from coming back for more work ---- on a consistent basis --- why this is  --- and how to change that. 

Then I am going to count down the mistakes.













Insights

3rd = “B”

2nd = “M”



You will learn the 2nd most important thing that starts with “M’ that makes it impossible for you to add  10,000 dollars or more to your contracts, why that is and how to change it. 













Insights

3rd = “B”

2nd = “M”

1st = “R”



You will learn the single most important thing that starts with “R” that makes it possible for you to purchase a house, a car, a college education for your kids or go on a wonderful vacation because your financial picture is predictable and sustainable. 

You will learn the single most important thing that starts with “R” that makes it possible for you to purchase a house, a car, a college education for your kids or go on a wonderful vacation because your financial picture is predictable and sustainable. 
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Q



I will also be taking time at the end of the webinar to take your questions. So the way to submit a question is to use the chat box that is available on the LH side of your screen. I find this is often the most rewarding time during the webinar for me because I believe dialogue is important to learning and it is often difficult to do that on a Webinar. So for those of you who join me through the end, I have a special gift for you that will add real value to your team development business. I collaborated with 9 other seasoned consultants in writing a new book entitled Engagement, Retention and Growth: 10 Strategic Solutions for Business Growth and Employee Retention. If you are familiar with Jack Zenger of The Zenger Folkman leadership program, Jack gave us a written endorsement for this book. So it meets the best practice standards for our business. I will be sharing with you at the end how to get Engagement, Retention and Growth for free. It gives you 10 different perspectives on post recession  business strategies from some of our collaborative consulting partners including some of our Licensed TIGERS Facilitators. It is also available through our training summit and for those of you who have to leave before our webinar is completed it is available for a $97 enrollment fee. Also, I do want to mention that our Webinar today is a live event. This is not being recorded. I am going to check our enrollment right now. …. It looks like our lines are almost full today with 50 people in the classroom so instead of scrambling for who talks first, my assistant is going to receive your questions via chat then give them to me so that we avoid poor background noise, cell phone interruptions, scratchy phone lines and who speaks first confusion when I get to your questions. 

You can also see there are other times to ask questions, too, and I will pause to answer them. 

So how this works is that you can use your ask a question function on the LH side of your control panel to ask a question or make a comment. My assistant is monitoring them so  I will answer questions in the order I receive them. I have also included my contact information in your handouts so if you would like to ask questions after this event, I will make time available to get back to you. 
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Team Problems Facing Small To Huge Companies FREE



And, at the end of today’s webinar, I will show you how to get a special report I have prepared based on a study I did with 2835 Senior HR executives who responded to our question, Is Team Building A Waste Of Time? and who shared what the most important team development problems they have.  

Also, I do want to mention that our Webinar today is a live event. This is not being recorded. I am going to check our enrollment right now. …. It looks like our lines are almost full today with 50 people in the classroom.

So getting back to answering questions, instead of scrambling for who talks first, my assistant is going to receive your questions via chat then give them to me so that we avoid poor background noise, cell phone interruptions, scratchy phone lines and who speaks first confusion when I get to your questions. If we only had a few people on the line it would be different.

So this how questions will work. You can use your chat function to ask a question or make a comment.  I will answer them in the order I receive them. And the reason why I am requesting your primary e-mail address is that if I can’t get to your question today, I promise that I will follow up with an e-mail response. 













Let’s Up-Level Our Businesses Today!



The goal for today’s Webinar is to learn about the three big mistakes many Team Building Trainers, coaches and Consultants Make That Keep Them Under Booked, Under Paid and Unappreciated and  how to avoid them forever. So, if you are new to team development or contemplating a team development business, you will definitely benefit from today’s topic. If you are already working with teams you will definitely learn strategies today from my two decades of experience to improve and up-level your business. Since we started today, we now have a full virtual classroom with 55 people present. So we have grown by 5 people since we started and again thank you for joining us. Again, this is a live event that we are not recording and for those who join us during the question and answer session at the end today, we have a very special book and we will be sharing how you can get it at the end of our Webinar.









What’s Most Important 2 U?







“I want more success in my initial client interviews and sales conversations.”
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Before we start today, I would like to get a good idea of where you believe your growing business edge is with this next series of 5 questions.  You will notice that in your class room dash board you can raise your hand. So in this series of 5 questions You can raise your hand if you agree with a statement and you can raise your hand if you agree with more than one of the statements. Then as soon as we get the results, my assistant will put the results into a slide for you so we can see what your interest level is today so I can focus more on your high interest growth areas -- and -- we will show you how your interests compare to other team coaches, consultants, facilitators and trainers and even some people who are exploring entering the team development consulting field who have attended our previous live webinars. We are running a tally on these questions and it is really quite interesting. Here is the first question so raise your hand if you agree with the following statement. I would have longer term clients and a more successful business if I had more success in my initial client interviews.” I see hands raising so my assistant is compiling the count.  -----    Ok, it looks like we have the count. So moving on.









“I want more tools and resources to work with so that I can work at higher levels                                        of the organizations I serve.”
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“I want to care more and to create better outcomes for myself.”
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Insights



I am going to share some insights on how I discovered the importance of the 3 big mistakes and what I have done to correct them. 











One of the fundamental truths about me is that I have been developing people and teams for 2 decades and thrive when I launch them into higher levels of business success and personal happiness. 









Systemized Operations

		 Helping Colleagues

		 2-Day Business Intensives

		 TIGERS Licensing





I have been doing this with my own clients and recently systemized all my operations to help fellow consultants grow their own team development practices in programs such as this, our business development intensives and through our TIGERS Resources we license to colleagues to use. 









Systemized Operations

		 Helping Colleagues

		 2-Day Intensives

		 TIGERS® Licensing





Yikes! 



What is consistent in this is the serious need I had in my own business as a single parent to build a team development consulting practice that produced longer term clients that I loved to work with, where my clients experienced real benefits from the service I provided and produced ongoing revenues for myself because of my single parent, household responsibilities. And at one point of my career I suffered burnout until I conquered the 3 big mistakes I am going to share with you today. 











Systemized Operations

● Helping Colleagues

● 2-Day Intensives

● TIGERS® Licensing



It’s a team thing!



Let’s Cooperate!



My interest in team development started early on. As an undergraduate in college, I managed a student apartment complex to get myself through school and began learning about community --- and --- how once people felt a good sense of belonging they cooperated more and the community got stronger. The aspect of belonging really resonated with me and it wasn’t until 10 years later and a successful career in the financial growth industry did I get back to my real interest in collaborative community development and team dynamics.  You see, I discovered that I could not fully grow and spread my wings in a very top down and internally competitive work culture where there was little to no cooperation between employees. There was a distinct edginess to belonging because if someone failed or struggled that meant that there was more opportunity for someone else.  Have you discovered that in your career? Raise your hand if you have. Ahhhh….So there are quite a few of us here who have some common ground around this. 

And since everything was internally competitive, very talented people tended to withhold information from others … I call it their secret sauce … because if you have ever known chefs that have a signature recipe --- rarely – if ever – will they share that recipe. 

And --- if by the slim chance they do share it ---- they leave out that one ingredient that makes the difference. So when you make the recipe, it tastes different and it flops.

So when it came to the company I worked for, the company itself didn’t get smarter. It didn’t work smarter and there was a lot of high turnover.

And that was why I couldn’t spread my wings and really thrive because I thrive in developing people and creating the synergy that happens when team members with different skills and strengths click. 
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And that was why I couldn’t spread my wings and really thrive because I thrive in developing people and creating the synergy that happens when team members with different skills and strengths click. 
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It’s a team thing!



Let’s Cooperate!



My interest in team development started early on. As an undergraduate in college, I managed a student apartment complex to get myself through school and began learning about community --- and --- how once people felt a good sense of belonging they cooperated more and the community got stronger. The aspect of belonging really resonated with me and it wasn’t until 10 years later and a successful career in the financial growth industry did I get back to my real interest in collaborative community development and team dynamics.  You see, I discovered that I could not fully grow and spread my wings in a very top down and internally competitive work culture where there was little to no cooperation between employees. There was a distinct edginess to belonging because if someone failed or struggled that meant that there was more opportunity for someone else.  Have you discovered that in your career? Raise your hand if you have. Ahhhh….So there are quite a few of us here who have some common ground around this. 

And since everything was internally competitive, very talented people tended to withhold information from others … I call it their secret sauce … because if you have ever known chefs that have a signature recipe --- rarely – if ever – will they share that recipe. 

And --- if by the slim chance they do share it ---- they leave out that one ingredient that makes the difference. So when you make the recipe, it tastes different and it flops.

So when it came to the company I worked for, the company itself didn’t get smarter. It didn’t work smarter and there was a lot of high turnover.

And that was why I couldn’t spread my wings and really thrive because I thrive in developing people and creating the synergy that happens when team members with different skills and strengths click. 









Save Space for live Total









So, again welcome. Also, here is the slide that my assistant prepared that shows us what the focus is for you today. The column that has the globe in it is how everyone who has attended this webinar has responded. And we have added your responses to that column as well.  The column with NOW at the top are your responses. So it appears that client interviews followed by tools and resources are the main points of awareness for us today and I will be focusing on those areas.  And, it is plain to see that many of you had a combination of interests given that you could raise your hand for more than one response. What I find interesting being somewhat of a data and information geek is that the top two categories – how you handle the sales conversation and having enough tools and resources to engage your clients flips back and forth between Webinars. 













Insights

3rd = “B”



Then I am going to cover the 3rd most important thing that begins with “B” that nearly every team-builder fails to do that keeps their clients from coming back for more work ---- on a consistent basis --- why this is  --- and how to change that. 

Then I am going to count down the mistakes.















3rd Biggest Mistake



The third biggest mistake that begins with the letter B that keeps many team building trainers and consultants under booked, under paid and unappreciated is BEHAVIOR. Their team building event or training does not change behavior or improve how things are done back in the workplace.

















3rd Biggest Mistake



Therefore, what is provided are off-target solutions that result in no sustainable team improvement for their clients.















3rd Biggest Mistake



And, because the solutions do not provided sustainable team improvement they are not valued highly by the client or the client’s team members.













Camaraderie doesn’t last



So what do off-target and unsustainable solution look like?

Imagine a team building event that is tons of fun. At the end of the day, team members leave with a happy feeling but that fun feeling and sense of camaraderie dissipates over the coming weeks – maybe even days. 













Camaraderie doesn’t last

Disappointment



For leaders who have invested in off-target solutions -- the team builder’s delivery, the salaries of their employees and suspending the work their employees do for that day for no sustainable benefit -- there is disappointment because they feel time and money was wasted. When leaders are disappointed, it doesn’t get you more work with more of their teams.













Camaraderie doesn’t last

Disappointment

No team improvement



It doesn’t matter how wonderful your program was, how carefully crafted it was or how much heart and soul you put into it. Off-target solutions do not change behavior or how work is done in the workplace and as a result are not valued by clients.













Camaraderie doesn’t last

Disappointment

No team improvement

Builds resentment



Let’s explore another scenario where off target solutions are specifically requested because the client simply wants to motivate employees. 

In this situation, the client will want a team building trainer or consultant to come in during a team appreciation day. The client will tell you they have a budget of a few hundred dollars and you have a 2 hour time slot to motivate employees.  However, should the organization be looking for another team building event for a team appreciation day the following year, they hire someone else because they are looking for variety and something different the next time around. 

Then from the team member perspective it gets more tricky when team building events do not change behavior or improve how things are done back in the workplace. This is because team building events that do not make a sustainable difference in their work lives actually build resentment. 













Camaraderie doesn’t last

Disappointment

No team improvement

Builds resentment

Vulnerability       Increased workload



So for those team members who feel resentment two significant team issues pop up for them.  

One, no team cohesion has occurred.  There may be an appearance of cohesion as team members go through the motions, but nothing that is long lasting and significant occurs. The event feels false and untrustworthy. This is especially true if self disclosure activities result in people feeling vulnerable. In other words, what is said and done at the team building day comes back to haunt them through teasing or worse depending how dysfunctional the workplace actually is. 

Two,  for many employees whose job function supports a work pipeline like accounting, project management or IT, work continues to land on their desks and in their in-boxes regardless if they are working in their offices or not. Your event might build a feeling of camaraderie and was fun, but when they return to their work, the work piles on their desks are higher.  

So the expense to them for being at the team building event that did not improve behavior or how work is done like specific work goals being more clear  -- or – role assignments being less confusing --- or --- team relationships improving because there is more ongoing understanding and less conflict ---   The expense to them was more work to do and longer hours needed at the office to get it done.

I know so many team building trainers and new consultants who work very hard to secure team building under these scenarios and it saddens me. They work so hard with so much conviction and eventually exhaust themselves to the brink of burnout because their work is not valued. 

So, to summarize from the employer standpoint, when team building events or training do not change behavior or improve how things are done back in the workplace there is perceived waste of time and money resulting in disappointment. 

From the team member standpoint two tricky situations pop up -- no real team cohesion and resentment. 















So now I want to talk about a huge trap that is easy to fall into if you do not know how to avoid the mistake of offering off-target solutions that do not change behavior or how work is done in the workplace. 













            Unskilled Manager

Silver Bullet   Solution



The trap is that unskilled managers frequently ask for team building because they think team building is the silver bullet that will motivate employees and stop undesirable group process issues. This is especially true of organizations employing 100 or more employees. 

According to different research organizations including the Harvard Business Review, 82 percent of companies employing more than 100 employees have turned to the use of groups to support organizational goals – and -- many of these organizations have not trained managers to lead teams. This is one reason why I believe there is so much opportunity for team and leadership consultants right now. 













            Unskilled Manager

Bad for the Manager



Bad for your reputation



The trap is that untrained managers who are looking for team building as a silver bullet solution can not only damage your reputation but their own as well.  Let me give you a fairly common example to demonstrate this and I am going to build on an example I have already given you.

What often happens in small to medium sized companies, the manager who hires you isn’t given a very large budget for the training and development of their staff. But, they might have a small budget for an annual meeting that they are responsible for.  This is similar to the team appreciation day budget that I talked about a few minutes ago. Since their budget is very small, they might have a few hundred dollars and you are given a 2 hour time slot to motivate employees.  

So the manager contacts you and asks you to submit a bid for two hours of team building that is fun and light hearted that will kick off the meeting. 

You ask for more details and are told, that the staff doesn’t want anything too serious. They want fun and laughter.  You deliver. 

When team members are asked to rate your event on a feedback form after the event, those team members who love doing things with others will tend to rate it high. Those team members who try to stay under the radar will tend to rate it positive but not exceptional. And, team members who resent feeling that their time is wasted tend to score team building events as not helpful. 

So team building that does not change behavior or improve how work is done produce mixed results. I call it the uncomfortable seat between the rock and the hard spot. This is because the mixed results on your feedback form reflect on you and on your business.  It also reflects on the person who hired you. 

And, even though you did what you were asked to do …. Expertly by the way … the mixed feedback puts the manager off.  It reflects on their judgment and it is much easier to blame the outcome on an outside consultant than themselves– especially when they are answering to their supervisors. 

This is the trap you want to avoid when you want good business that pays well, where you are asked back to work with more teams and your work is valued and sought after.















So what is the solution? The answer to this question is based on knowing what you have control over. 

What you have control over is actually a sales process and involves how you position yourself when you respond to work queries. 













Client Discovery Conversation

 

		Conversation Structure

		 Transference

		 Assessing Transfer



		





There are three parts to this critical sales conversation, which we call the discovery conversation that helps your client experience a change in behavior.

And you might want to write these down.

Conversation Structure –

Transference

Assessing Transfer

 













		  Discovery Conversation 

		  Critical sales process

		  4 Parts



Conversation Structure



The first part – conversation structure --  involves your client discovery conversation and critical sales process and how it is structured and is designed to explore with your client why hiring an outside consultant is important to them and what they hope to achieve by working with you. This conversation helps you discern the client’s motivation, and commitment. It also helps you understand how much time the client is willing to give you to interview team members so that the program you design is based on the particular characteristics of the organization and has real value for team members.

Your client discovery conversation needs to address the important questions you want answered so you know that you are the right person for the client and that the client is right for you.

But, You're getting close to the end of a one-on-one consultation with a potential client... and everything has gone fairly well.  You've just described your service offerings and you know it's a perfect fit for them...and they know it too.  But when you mention your fees, they say: "I can't afford it". 

There is a reason they say this and this is why.  In your client discovery conversation and critical sales process structure there are four parts to this. 













First Part

Understanding The Client’s Present Situation



The way I look at this is that your client is on one side of a huge abyss and has a desire to get to the other side. 

The first part involves understanding where your client is standing now. This is where your client is now and why they are in a conversation with you.  This is where they start explaining to you what they think are their primary reasons for needing help. 

When they are in this stage of the conversation these are all your client’s logical reasons supported by fact and is very much an intellectual conversation. 

Your client is very much in control of the conversation, and already has an idea of what they might want and what they are willing to pay for it. And, this is where many consultants jump to the solution or start giving away free advice --- lots of it --- and when the potential client asks for the fee, and the consultant blurts out a number, the potential client says, “I can’t afford it.” Sadly, this happens all the time.













Second Part

How Painful Is The Client’s Present Situation?



The second part, which is often neglected and is a real skill everyone of you can master is discovering just how painful being in the situation truly is for the client.  This is the reason why if they don’t leap to the other side they are going to be even more uncomfortable. This is an exaggeration but your potential client needs to feel that there are real threats if they don’t get to the other side. This part of your discovery and critical sales conversation that takes your discussion out of the intellectual reasons why your client needs helps down to the emotional level and can be very illuminating for both the client and you. Because clients who are unwilling to discuss the emotional level of the problems they face and how truly painful they are have minimal commitment to resolve them.  This is one of the biggest flags for me in whether I want to devote my skills, expertise and energy in a client with a low commitment level to solve the issue. 

But for your client, it exposes all the issues and when you are listening and responding with good follow up questions and empathy, your client begins to download some of the top of the mind issues that keep them awake at night and are the emotional drivers behind seeking help. When your client feels heard and understood at this level they will be willing to pay almost anything if they believe you are trustworthy and competent and have the solution to correct the situation. So they will ask you how much you charge and they might even ask for a proposal so many consultants give the fee and the client shifts in their seat and asks for a proposal. So the consultant goes home and writes the entire plan out and posts the fee again, and the client puts off making a decision. So the consultant has given them the entire solution and gains no contract. 













Third Part

What would having this situation corrected look like and feel like?





So there is the third part of the conversation when you and your client begin to discover what the other side of the abyss looks like. So you want to be able to help your client imagine what being on the other side will look like, feels like and what it means to them from a solid financial framework to substantiate their intellectual reasoning.  And you bring back some of the emotional pain points that they have shared so that the potential client clearly feels the relief of not having to deal with those problems on the other side of the abyss.

At this point, potential clients will again ask you for a proposal and at this point many consultants go home and write proposals that give all the solutions and there is a 50-50 chance you will get the job. But is it a long term job that will completely satisfy the client’s needs? Probably not and here’s why.













Fourth Part

Teach The Client How Your Service Achieves Sustainable Results.





The 4th part of the discovery conversation and critical sales process is where you begin to educate the client on how your service helps them achieve their goals in a sustainable way and how they can assess this.  This is where you move the conversation from sales to service still leaving a dynamic tension that your client wants resolved and where you have the time you need to really do a champion job for the client.  And this is where you can show how your program, without giving away the solutions, is the bridge your client needs to get from where they are now with all the pain and discomfort to the other side where there is sustainable relief. 













Client Discovery Conversation

 

		Conversation Structure

		 Transference

		 Assessing Transfer



		





There are three parts to this critical sales conversation, which we call the discovery conversation that helps your client experience a change in behavior.

And you might want to write these down.

Conversation Structure –

Transference

Assessing Transfer

 













Transference





Required for   changed behavior and improvement



Transference is the key to changed behavior and improved team skills and helps you design an event that is anchored in real work situations and team expectations. And transference doesn’t happen over night. So you discuss with the client what their plan is for making sure that transference occurs. Will there be a coach available for employees. Will the company’s managers serve as coaches? Would the client benefit from management training that will help the managers be coaches to help employees make their transference? Is this something the client would want you to outsource to them?  Do you see where I am going with this? You can show the client that without a transference strategy training is frequently not transferred. And, that is money that is not well spent if it doesn’t take the client to the other side of the Abyss. It is like getting half way across the abyss on a bridge that collapses mid way.













Client Discovery Conversation

 

		Conversation Structure

		 Transference

		 Assessing Transfer



		





There are three parts to this critical sales conversation, which we call the discovery conversation that helps your client experience a change in behavior.

And you might want to write these down.

Conversation Structure –

Transference

Assessing Transfer

 













Assessing Transfer





We Understand The System Required For Our Client’s Optimum Success



The purpose of assessing transfer is to help your client understand what changes in behavior, skills or group process have occurred. 

More importantly for you, assessing transfer helps your client see the value of your work in sustainable terms. And, I am going to talk more about this when I get to the second most important mistake in a few minutes. 

Once your client understands that you understand the proper system required for their optimum success and then they ask you for the proposal, your chance of securing good work for good money and in a time frame that is ultimately a real service to your client’s success,  your critical sales process has gone from a 50-50 level of success to 95-100% and you still don’t have to give away your full solutions until after you are hired and after you have done employee interviews and other discoveries. 

Because if you handle your discovery conversation and critical sales process correctly, you will be able to bill for your client discoveries and then write out your recommendations based on those discoveries to be fine tuned by your client and you at a future time. 

Your client discovery conversation and critical sales process is your opportunity for the prospective client to determine if you have the skills and understanding required to do the job, whether they believe they are understood and whether they trust you and whether you have the strategies to help them with being successful.  And it is your opportunity to determine whether you want to submit a proposal to this client based on their commitment to transference, time frame and budget. 

When they see the value you contribute, the probability that you will be hired again is extremely high. Your business becomes more sought after. You get more work.  And the clients who you choose to work with refer you and bring you back to work on different issues time and time again. 













#3 Biggest Mistake



     B = BEHAVIOR



No Change In Behavior



The third biggest mistake many team building trainers and new consultants make that keeps them under booked, under paid and unappreciated that starts with a B is behavior. The team building activity fails to change team behavior or work conditions back in the workplace.













No Team Cohesion



Builds Resentment



Bad For You & The Manager! 



When team building activities fail to change team behavior or work conditions back in the workplace they do not create sustainable team cohesion and can actually build team resentment.

Team resentment reflects on you and your business as well as the manager who hired you.













Client Discovery Conversation



This is a 4 part critical sales process



What is the plan for transference?



How will you know you were successful? 



There are specific questions you need answered to discern if the work the prospective client is seeking supports you and is helpful to them.

One you want to know why the client is looking to hire an outside consultant. This will help you discern the client’s motivation, commitment and desire for follow through. 

Two, you want to know if there is a plan for transference so that new behavior, knowledge or skills learned result in workplace improvements.  

This helps you design an event that is relevant for team members. 

Three, you want to know how transference will be assessed so that the client is able to identify the behavior or work change you brought about.













Insights

3rd = “B”

2nd = “M”



You will learn the 2nd most important thing that starts with “M’ that makes it impossible for you to add  10,000 dollars or more to your contracts, why that is and how to change it. 















The second biggest mistake that begins with a M that keeps team building trainers and new consultants under booked, under paid and unappreciated. It is Measurement. Their team building event or training does not show their client any measured return on their investment. Have you ever heard the saying, you can't manage what you don't measure? It is an old management proverb that is very true today.  

Here’s another one. If you can measure it you can improve it. This is one of our sayings for our licensed TIGERS Success Series consultants.  We refer to it as tracking. And just like a tiger tracks its next meal we believe in tracking team performance. This benefits your client and I am going to share how in just a minute. 















No Feeling of Accomplishment 



First, however, and the second biggest mistake some team building trainers and consultants make is conducting a team intervention of some type and then walking away from the work when it is done with out leaving the client with a sense of accomplishment. When clients do not experience accomplishment they will consider the effort a waste of time, money and a potential cause for employee disappointment which I just discussed a few moments ago.  

Can you imagine what it would feel like to hand someone $10,000 and watch them set a match to it? And, this is the feeling many clients are left with when they fail to measure team improvements after significant team development events. They are unable to see improvement or understand how that improvement made positive impact on their bottom line. 













No Feeling of Accomplishment 

Bargain!



When your client measures the impact of their team improvement and sees how that $10,000 consulting expense produced a benefit of say $50,000 or more for them in cost savings or productivity improvements,  that 500% return on their investment feels like a real bargain. 

So, under which scenario do you think you will be asked back to do more work?

The bottom line is --- how will your client know they are making an improvement if they don’t measure it?  

Intellectually, everyone understands the importance of reliable and timely feedback data to continuous improvement. In smaller organizations there was a time when it was difficult for managers to muster the energy, time, buy-in and resources to develop useful measurement systems. But now with web-based tracking systems and software, it is a lot easier. And if your client’s CEO has a company large enough to participate in CEO leadership training through organizations such as Vistage --- they are learning about available measurement systems. 













Measurement is                 quantifiable AND qualitative



In the past, one of the reasons for not showing a client a return on their investment was because the results of the team building training or team development activity was not tied to quantified measurement criteria. So for many executives, for example, soft skill training was considered a waste of time. The reasoning was that soft skill training like teaching people to communicate better, resolve conflict, and give and receive feedback didn’t produce results that could be quantified like teaching a person on an assembly line to be more efficient and therefore produce more widgets. As a result, clients didn’t understand what to measure and how to measure it. They didn’t know that there were two easy ways to measure improvement. 













Measurement is                 quantifiable AND qualitative

$AVINGS



In the past, one of the reasons for not showing a client a return on their investment was because the results of the team building training or team development activity was not tied to quantified measurement criteria. So for many executives, for example, soft skill training was considered a waste of time. The reasoning was that soft skill training like teaching people to communicate better, resolve conflict, and give and receive feedback didn’t produce results that could be quantified like teaching a person on an assembly line to be more efficient and therefore produce more widgets. As a result, clients didn’t understand what to measure and how to measure it. They didn’t know that there were two easy ways to measure improvement. 













Measurement is                 quantifiable AND qualitative

$AVINGS



In the past, one of the reasons for not showing a client a return on their investment was because the results of the team building training or team development activity was not tied to quantified measurement criteria. So for many executives, for example, soft skill training was considered a waste of time. The reasoning was that soft skill training like teaching people to communicate better, resolve conflict, and give and receive feedback didn’t produce results that could be quantified like teaching a person on an assembly line to be more efficient and therefore produce more widgets. As a result, clients didn’t understand what to measure and how to measure it. They didn’t know that there were two easy ways to measure improvement. 













Measurement is                 quantifiable AND qualitative

$AVINGS



In the past, one of the reasons for not showing a client a return on their investment was because the results of the team building training or team development activity was not tied to quantified measurement criteria. So for many executives, for example, soft skill training was considered a waste of time. The reasoning was that soft skill training like teaching people to communicate better, resolve conflict, and give and receive feedback didn’t produce results that could be quantified like teaching a person on an assembly line to be more efficient and therefore produce more widgets. As a result, clients didn’t understand what to measure and how to measure it. They didn’t know that there were two easy ways to measure improvement. 













Measurement is                 quantifiable AND qualitative

$AVINGS



In the past, one of the reasons for not showing a client a return on their investment was because the results of the team building training or team development activity was not tied to quantified measurement criteria. So for many executives, for example, soft skill training was considered a waste of time. The reasoning was that soft skill training like teaching people to communicate better, resolve conflict, and give and receive feedback didn’t produce results that could be quantified like teaching a person on an assembly line to be more efficient and therefore produce more widgets. As a result, clients didn’t understand what to measure and how to measure it. They didn’t know that there were two easy ways to measure improvement. 













Measurement is                 quantifiable AND qualitative

$AVINGS

Training 

Absenteeism



In the past, one of the reasons for not showing a client a return on their investment was because the results of the team building training or team development activity was not tied to quantified measurement criteria. So for many executives, for example, soft skill training was considered a waste of time. The reasoning was that soft skill training like teaching people to communicate better, resolve conflict, and give and receive feedback didn’t produce results that could be quantified like teaching a person on an assembly line to be more efficient and therefore produce more widgets. As a result, clients didn’t understand what to measure and how to measure it. They didn’t know that there were two easy ways to measure improvement. 













Measurement is                 quantifiable AND qualitative

$AVINGS

Training 

Absenteeism

Salaries to manage turnover

Conflict

Orientation



In the past, one of the reasons for not showing a client a return on their investment was because the results of the team building training or team development activity was not tied to quantified measurement criteria. So for many executives, for example, soft skill training was considered a waste of time. The reasoning was that soft skill training like teaching people to communicate better, resolve conflict, and give and receive feedback didn’t produce results that could be quantified like teaching a person on an assembly line to be more efficient and therefore produce more widgets. As a result, clients didn’t understand what to measure and how to measure it. They didn’t know that there were two easy ways to measure improvement. 













Measurement is                 quantifiable AND qualitative

Performance



In the past, one of the reasons for not showing a client a return on their investment was because the results of the team building training or team development activity was not tied to quantified measurement criteria. So for many executives, for example, soft skill training was considered a waste of time. The reasoning was that soft skill training like teaching people to communicate better, resolve conflict, and give and receive feedback didn’t produce results that could be quantified like teaching a person on an assembly line to be more efficient and therefore produce more widgets. As a result, clients didn’t understand what to measure and how to measure it. They didn’t know that there were two easy ways to measure improvement. 













Measurement is                 quantifiable AND qualitative

Performance



In the past, one of the reasons for not showing a client a return on their investment was because the results of the team building training or team development activity was not tied to quantified measurement criteria. So for many executives, for example, soft skill training was considered a waste of time. The reasoning was that soft skill training like teaching people to communicate better, resolve conflict, and give and receive feedback didn’t produce results that could be quantified like teaching a person on an assembly line to be more efficient and therefore produce more widgets. As a result, clients didn’t understand what to measure and how to measure it. They didn’t know that there were two easy ways to measure improvement. 













Measurement is                 quantifiable AND qualitative

Performance

Helping Out



In the past, one of the reasons for not showing a client a return on their investment was because the results of the team building training or team development activity was not tied to quantified measurement criteria. So for many executives, for example, soft skill training was considered a waste of time. The reasoning was that soft skill training like teaching people to communicate better, resolve conflict, and give and receive feedback didn’t produce results that could be quantified like teaching a person on an assembly line to be more efficient and therefore produce more widgets. As a result, clients didn’t understand what to measure and how to measure it. They didn’t know that there were two easy ways to measure improvement. 













Measurement is                 quantifiable AND qualitative

Performance

Cost $avings



In the past, one of the reasons for not showing a client a return on their investment was because the results of the team building training or team development activity was not tied to quantified measurement criteria. So for many executives, for example, soft skill training was considered a waste of time. The reasoning was that soft skill training like teaching people to communicate better, resolve conflict, and give and receive feedback didn’t produce results that could be quantified like teaching a person on an assembly line to be more efficient and therefore produce more widgets. As a result, clients didn’t understand what to measure and how to measure it. They didn’t know that there were two easy ways to measure improvement. 









YOU Can Make HUGE a Difference!







$avings Boost Even More $avings!







Track it ….. 







Celebrate it …  











Measurement      Savings and/or Productivity 

 What you measure on teams.



		 Who collects the measurement 



   data.



		 What you do with the measurement



   data once you get it.



The three points address:

What you measure on teams.

How you collect the measurement data.

And

What you do with the measurement data once you get it.













Team Performance

Team Goals

What you measure on teams.



When deciding on what to measure on teams it is important to measure the team’s performance rather than individual achievement. I cover this more extensively in my book, TIGERS Among Us, Winning Business Team Cultures and Why They Thrive. I break it down into the difference between individual achievement and the internal competition that this causes and team performance that is cooperation based and anchored by trustworthy, interdependent, genuine, empathetic, risk resolving and successful team interactions.  

So to minimize internal competition and to promote better team performance, measure team performance based on goals the team sets out to achieve.













Team Goals

Team Monitored

Team Performance

Collecting measurement data.



So how do you collect the measurement data?

First teams should measure performance indicators that have direct meaning to their goals and the work they do. Second, the information is most valuable when it is collected by the team itself. 

Also, when measuring team performance, make sure the team selects a wider range of team performance indicators rather than just one thing to measure. This is because team work tends to be part of an entire system. An example would be measuring both sales and customer satisfaction criteria. Or measuring student achievement and the number of students ejected from the class room for disruptive behavior and drop out rates.  The reason is that sales and customer service are interdependent and part of a sales system. If you increase sales without improving customer service, dissatisfied customers will drive profits down. 

Student achievement and student discipline are also part of the same system that supports student retention.  

This was how we discovered the correlations between unplanned absenteeism and injuries related to improved leadership communication and employee coaching that saved money in manufacturing waste I spoke about earlier.

Ultimately the most exciting and illuminating information a team should collect is about its own performance. When teams see their performance improving they have something to compete with --- which, is their own record.













Post it. 

Celebrate it.

Compare it.

Applying the measurement data.



The last point is what you do with the measurement data once you collect it. Data is only valuable if it is reported and used. Many of the teams I have worked with created a progress chart and tracked their performance daily. This is especially true of sales teams. Some of the leaders I have worked with established team goals weekly based on work that was scheduled to be processed that week. In this way, team leaders were made aware of how their activities impacted the progress of other teams in other departments while achieving weekly organizational goals.  It also meant that if one team had completed its work, it was free to help other teams.  

Let me give you an example of this. When I interviewed Tony Hseih the CEO of Zappos for our book TIGERS Among Us, I toured his facility. On the call center wall was a huge sales chart with numbers recorded on a white board. Those numbers were updated hourly and also showed the last year’s daily record, too. So the customer service sales force had a direct visual and updated tracking system to assess their performance on an hourly basis.

Here’s another. An Air Ambulance merger I worked on had a customer service initiative. So, they tracked positive customer services responses from the family members of injured patients who were air lifted to the hospital as well as the patients themselves.  Then they tracked air ambulance memberships. There was a direct correlation between improved customer satisfaction and new enrollments.















#2 Biggest Mistake



 M = MEASUREMENT



Fail to measure R.O.I.



So to recap, the second biggest blunder that begins with a M that keeps team building trainers and new consultants under booked, under paid and unappreciated is Measurement. Their team building event or training does not show their client any measured return on their investment.















     Measure



 Costs saved.



  Productivity Improved.



When your client fails to measure the benefit your work provided, they are unable to determine if they are improving either through costs saved or productivity improved and how your work improved their bottom line.  As a result they fail to value what you have done and in some instances think your team building interventions were a waste of time and money. 

As a result working with good Clients on a regular basis, earning good fees and being referred and in high demand becomes so much more difficult.

And it doesn’t have to.















    Measurements



 Team achievement



		 Team generated data





 Reported frequently



Measuring team performance is the key rather than individual achievement. Team members are the best people to collect measurement data. And data that is reviewed and reported frequently motivates the team. 

Motivated teams and their leaders who understand how valuable your team development work was to them bring you back for more work. And you find that your consulting engagements tend to be longer because they see the value of other services you provide. 













Insights

3rd = “B”

2nd = “M”

1st = “S”



You will learn the single most important thing that starts with “R” that makes it possible for you to purchase a house, a car, a college education for your kids or go on a wonderful vacation because your financial picture is predictable and sustainable. 

You will learn the single most important thing that starts with “R” that makes it possible for you to purchase a house, a car, a college education for your kids or go on a wonderful vacation because your financial picture is predictable and sustainable. 

















The number one mistake that many team builders make that keep them under booked, under paid and unappreciated that begins with the letter R is Re-Occurring Revenues or steady income. 

















STOP! 

THE ROLLER COASTER.         I WANT TO GET OFF!



So what happens to their business is what I call the roller coaster ride – but on a roller coaster that never stops. It keeps going and going with the ups and downs and scary turns and some times that “bottom is falling out of your stomach” feeling when there is no new business on the horizon. But you still have family obligations and bills to pay. When I started my business as a single mother, I knew that feeling.  

For so many team-builders, it is a vicious cycle where they look for more work, get more work , do the work, bill for the work and then start over again and again.

It costs a lot of time and money to do business this way. Statistics show that constantly trying to attract new clients is very expensive. 













The cost to find a new client is 7 X greater than to do business with a prior client.

 New Client     Repeat Client

AdDec 2009

$



Marketing studies reveal that it costs 7 times more in time and resources to find a new client than it does to do business with repeat clients. So team building trainers and consultants waste their time and resources by constantly marketing to attract new clients on a project by project basis. 

When I fist started TIGERS I use to be in that cycle. And there was a point at about year 5 of my career when I nearly burnt out. A few of my projects were very high profile so I was invited to speak around the country while I was serving clients, networking to discover new work, and customizing content. And, there were two pearls of wisdom that came from this hectic pace. One, I discovered that I was really good at juggling. I can have up to five balls in the air at one time and keep my business going very nicely. 

Two, I also had a project management mindset and could break things down into logical and progressive steps. This made things easy for me to track. I knew when I needed to be developing something for a client. I knew when I was suppose to be out of town and on site. I new when to bring in one of my collaborators on larger projects. So I learned that I could keep my practice together and serve up to 5 clients at time if I created a system for myself that kept me organized and focused. I am going to share how you can develop a system like this a bit later.

But I was still on the roller coaster. I would continue to work hard at getting a client. I’d switch gears between clients but here was my mistake.  

And you might want to write this down. 

Because I was switching my focus between clients, I couldn’t invest much, if any time, on finding new clients until one of my contracts was done. 

So when a project was over, I had to switch back to the finding new clients mode, with reduced income coming in while I waited to get another project. And being a single mother, I was concerned about  this because of my financial and family responsibilities – including saving money for my daughter’s college, my personal health insurance, my business and occupation insurance and all the details you must attend to in raising a family and running a team development business. 

Does any of this sound familiar? Raise your hand if you have experienced something similar. I am seeing quite a few hands pop up.  











Yikes







     Stress



Team Development Takes Time.

Must prepare leadership for transference.

Commitment from client.

Follow through by client.



So it became clear that I needed to develop more re-occurring for my business that was of real value to my clients. 

And since you are in the team building business, too, you know that good team development does not occur over night. And for me to take on a new client, I needed to know that they were accountable and committed to follow through so that changes in behavior or how work was done did occur. And I needed to know that the client was committed to seeing a return on their investment and were willing to track important productivity or savings benchmarks. So, in doing so, I took on clients that were committed to their success and who understood that team development wasn’t a quick fix or silver bullet.









When to add new clients?







Stress = Income Insecurity







    Trainer     Facilitator    Consultant        Coach



So here is what I did. And, I am going to share with you with in the context of my own business using it as an example. 

And, you might want to write this down. It was all about identifying repeatable processes that I used in my business and that are based on the core consulting business roles. 

There are 4 core consulting business roles. The four roles are:

One -- Trainer

Two -- Facilitator

Three -- Consultant 

  Four – Coach















Trainer

“Teach skills to be applied and repeated that changes behavior or improves how work is done.”





Starting with Trainer --- As a Trainer we are teaching clients a specific skill or disseminating information we want them to learn and apply to take their team development to the next level. If you teach conflict resolution, you are teaching team members the skills to resolve conflict. Same with problem solving or any other skills needed for effective group process. 

Training is teaching a skill that can be applied and repeated that changes behavior or improves how work is done.















Facilitator

“Run meetings, problem solving session, planning session and share observations about the group’s process.”





Next is Facilitator.  As a Facilitator we run meetings, problem solving sessions, planning sessions and share observations we have about the group’s process. We lead debriefings and engage and challenge members of our client teams to dig for deeper meaning in how they relate and get things done. We share our observations of their process to help them stop any behavior that gets in the way of good group process. We might facilitate conflict resolution, mediate disagreements and push for ongoing clarity and understanding. It is frequently impossible for a client to do this themselves because of office politics and turf problems. 

For those of you who offer leadership and communication surveys, this is where you go over the details of the survey with the team so they learn more about one another, themselves, and their team profile. 

In the facilitator role, we lead meetings that result in dynamic outcomes for our clients. This is based on the client working through their own solutions during the meetings we lead --- such as action planning, strategic planning, problem solving and consensus building.















Consultant

“Consultants are advisors and sometimes outsource their expertise.”





The next role is Consulting.  In the consulting role, we advise clients based on our specific niche. We are in a position to have influence in our niche expertise. Sometimes we build a system or product for our client like setting up the team development system and interfacing it with systems throughout the organization and then train a member of their staff to take it over.  We work directly with an executive team or a point person from the organization if we are building the program for them so they co-create the end result with us. Other times we don’t have direct power to make changes or implement programs. So we are advising either an individual or a group to make those changes and implement programs themselves. 

As consultants we are advisors to clients and sometimes outsource our expertise.

For example, I built a Citizen’s Ward system for a municipality from ground up – from policy that had to be ratified by the City Council to actual citizen’s groups with board rules and procedures --  and then turned it back to the city to run as a turn key neighborhood association program. This was an example of a project I brought other professionals in to help me deliver. It was a 3 year program with many different pieces to it. 















Coach

“Support people who are learning new skills or changing behavior to achieve goals.”





The last category is coach. As a coach, when we are working with teams and their leaders in teaching a skill, training or developing group process improvements, the coach’s role is to support people who are learning and changing behavior to achieve goals. 

For example, for those of you who use personality and communication surveys in your practice to develop teams, you coach when you help individual members become more effective communicating with the other styles. Generally these team members tend to be the leaders so you find yourself coaching executives.

So, in the coaching role your support people and groups in changing behavior and in personal or professional growth. 

These four roles have specific duties associated with them. And each of these duties is a billable item in an overall consulting contract. And I would like to point out that training and coaching frequently go hand-in-hand. And consulting and facilitation support one another. 















Trainer

Facilitator

Consultant

Coach



So here is what I did. And, I am going to share with you with in the context of my own business using it as an example. 

And, you might want to write this down. It was all about identifying repeatable processes that I used in my business and that are based on the core consulting business roles. 

There are 4 core consulting business roles. The four roles are:

One -- Trainer

Two -- Facilitator

Three -- Consultant 

  Four – Coach















Create different points of billable contact. 



So for clients looking for changed behavior and improvements in how things are done and who want to see a good return on their investment, all of this leads perfectly into re-occuring income for you because your have different points of billable contact – that I call feedback loops --- that makes perfect sence to your client and that helps the client move forward.  

So let me give you an example of how to do this. And, I am going to base it on the process I went through to categorize my offerings under these four roles. These were resources that I already had in place.  















Create different points of billable contact. 

Trust

Interdependence

Genuineness

Empathy

Risk

Success

T I G E R S®



At the beginning of this Webinar I shared that when I was researching what makes a good group of people  ethical, quality focused, productive, cooperative and successful, I discovered the TIGERS Formula for Team Development that is based on principles that are anchored by behaviors that support cooperation and high functioning team dynamics at all levels of operation. 

In review, these principles are Trust, Interdependence, Genuineness, Empathy, Risk and Success.  

In this process I also designed a team survey in order to prove if the model was true. This survey was later validated by both Gonzaga University and the Washington State Education Association and it took me 2 years to complete the validation process.

So, I had my survey that I used with every client. It showed both the client and me where their specific team development growing edge was. That way we took all the guess work out of where to start with their specific and customized team development process. 

Then there was a group development game that I created for my presentation to the US Institute of Applied Business Ethics. This group development tool taught teams the behaviors that produce cooperation and build strong teams and behaviors that will cause predictable problems. This was a tool I also used with every client to catalyze change in improved group process and team relationships.

Then there were a series of 4 facilitations that I designed that I used in tandem  with both the survey and the game to facilitate teams in consensus building, planning and problem solving.

Then there was training I developed for group process improvement.

And, even before coaching became a buzz word, I had already developed a coaching system for my clients to ensure that their training transferred to improved behavior and team skills.  This helped me to head off the Behavior and Measurement mistakes I talked about earlier. 

I used these resources with all of my clients so that behavior and group process skills improved and for measuring the return on their investment. And, I was able to easily customize these resources on a client by client basis. 

So, in order to develop more predictable and steady income over time by defining important feedback loops, I plugged the training topics I had developed under training. The coaching for skills transference under coaching. 

My discoveries and advice under Consulting. This included the TIGERS survey, which I used for diagnostics. Outsourcing and project management also came under consulting. 

The meetings, planning and problem solving sessions came under facilitation as did the TIGERS team game that catalyzed improved team behavior change.  

This showed me in very clear terms where potential re-occurring  income could be earned within the context of longer contracts.

So you see, by doing this I was able to view my offerings from what I call the 30,000 foot level where I could see the entire picture and how each piece of my expertise  fit together very clearly.  And I began to see my system very clearly.















Create different points of billable contact. 

Trust

Interdependence

Genuineness

Empathy

Risk

Success

T I G E R S®



Survey



At the beginning of this Webinar I shared that when I was researching what makes a good group of people  ethical, quality focused, productive, cooperative and successful, I discovered the TIGERS Formula for Team Development that is based on principles that are anchored by behaviors that support cooperation and high functioning team dynamics at all levels of operation. 

In review, these principles are Trust, Interdependence, Genuineness, Empathy, Risk and Success.  

In this process I also designed a team survey in order to prove if the model was true. This survey was later validated by both Gonzaga University and the Washington State Education Association and it took me 2 years to complete the validation process.

So, I had my survey that I used with every client. It showed both the client and me where their specific team development growing edge was. That way we took all the guess work out of where to start with their specific and customized team development process. 

Then there was a group development game that I created for my presentation to the US Institute of Applied Business Ethics. This group development tool taught teams the behaviors that produce cooperation and build strong teams and behaviors that will cause predictable problems. This was a tool I also used with every client to catalyze change in improved group process and team relationships.

Then there were a series of 4 facilitations that I designed that I used in tandem  with both the survey and the game to facilitate teams in consensus building, planning and problem solving.

Then there was training I developed for group process improvement.

And, even before coaching became a buzz word, I had already developed a coaching system for my clients to ensure that their training transferred to improved behavior and team skills.  This helped me to head off the Behavior and Measurement mistakes I talked about earlier. 

I used these resources with all of my clients so that behavior and group process skills improved and for measuring the return on their investment. And, I was able to easily customize these resources on a client by client basis. 

So, in order to develop more predictable and steady income over time by defining important feedback loops, I plugged the training topics I had developed under training. The coaching for skills transference under coaching. 

My discoveries and advice under Consulting. This included the TIGERS survey, which I used for diagnostics. Outsourcing and project management also came under consulting. 

The meetings, planning and problem solving sessions came under facilitation as did the TIGERS team game that catalyzed improved team behavior change.  

This showed me in very clear terms where potential re-occurring  income could be earned within the context of longer contracts.

So you see, by doing this I was able to view my offerings from what I call the 30,000 foot level where I could see the entire picture and how each piece of my expertise  fit together very clearly.  And I began to see my system very clearly.















Create different points of billable contact. 

Trust

Interdependence

Genuineness

Empathy

Risk

Success

T I G E R S®



Survey

Game



At the beginning of this Webinar I shared that when I was researching what makes a good group of people  ethical, quality focused, productive, cooperative and successful, I discovered the TIGERS Formula for Team Development that is based on principles that are anchored by behaviors that support cooperation and high functioning team dynamics at all levels of operation. 

In review, these principles are Trust, Interdependence, Genuineness, Empathy, Risk and Success.  

In this process I also designed a team survey in order to prove if the model was true. This survey was later validated by both Gonzaga University and the Washington State Education Association and it took me 2 years to complete the validation process.

So, I had my survey that I used with every client. It showed both the client and me where their specific team development growing edge was. That way we took all the guess work out of where to start with their specific and customized team development process. 

Then there was a group development game that I created for my presentation to the US Institute of Applied Business Ethics. This group development tool taught teams the behaviors that produce cooperation and build strong teams and behaviors that will cause predictable problems. This was a tool I also used with every client to catalyze change in improved group process and team relationships.

Then there were a series of 4 facilitations that I designed that I used in tandem  with both the survey and the game to facilitate teams in consensus building, planning and problem solving.

Then there was training I developed for group process improvement.

And, even before coaching became a buzz word, I had already developed a coaching system for my clients to ensure that their training transferred to improved behavior and team skills.  This helped me to head off the Behavior and Measurement mistakes I talked about earlier. 

I used these resources with all of my clients so that behavior and group process skills improved and for measuring the return on their investment. And, I was able to easily customize these resources on a client by client basis. 

So, in order to develop more predictable and steady income over time by defining important feedback loops, I plugged the training topics I had developed under training. The coaching for skills transference under coaching. 

My discoveries and advice under Consulting. This included the TIGERS survey, which I used for diagnostics. Outsourcing and project management also came under consulting. 

The meetings, planning and problem solving sessions came under facilitation as did the TIGERS team game that catalyzed improved team behavior change.  

This showed me in very clear terms where potential re-occurring  income could be earned within the context of longer contracts.

So you see, by doing this I was able to view my offerings from what I call the 30,000 foot level where I could see the entire picture and how each piece of my expertise  fit together very clearly.  And I began to see my system very clearly.















Create different points of billable contact. 

Trust

Interdependence

Genuineness

Empathy

Risk

Success

T I G E R S®



Survey

Game

4 Facilitations



At the beginning of this Webinar I shared that when I was researching what makes a good group of people  ethical, quality focused, productive, cooperative and successful, I discovered the TIGERS Formula for Team Development that is based on principles that are anchored by behaviors that support cooperation and high functioning team dynamics at all levels of operation. 

In review, these principles are Trust, Interdependence, Genuineness, Empathy, Risk and Success.  

In this process I also designed a team survey in order to prove if the model was true. This survey was later validated by both Gonzaga University and the Washington State Education Association and it took me 2 years to complete the validation process.

So, I had my survey that I used with every client. It showed both the client and me where their specific team development growing edge was. That way we took all the guess work out of where to start with their specific and customized team development process. 

Then there was a group development game that I created for my presentation to the US Institute of Applied Business Ethics. This group development tool taught teams the behaviors that produce cooperation and build strong teams and behaviors that will cause predictable problems. This was a tool I also used with every client to catalyze change in improved group process and team relationships.

Then there were a series of 4 facilitations that I designed that I used in tandem  with both the survey and the game to facilitate teams in consensus building, planning and problem solving.

Then there was training I developed for group process improvement.

And, even before coaching became a buzz word, I had already developed a coaching system for my clients to ensure that their training transferred to improved behavior and team skills.  This helped me to head off the Behavior and Measurement mistakes I talked about earlier. 

I used these resources with all of my clients so that behavior and group process skills improved and for measuring the return on their investment. And, I was able to easily customize these resources on a client by client basis. 

So, in order to develop more predictable and steady income over time by defining important feedback loops, I plugged the training topics I had developed under training. The coaching for skills transference under coaching. 

My discoveries and advice under Consulting. This included the TIGERS survey, which I used for diagnostics. Outsourcing and project management also came under consulting. 

The meetings, planning and problem solving sessions came under facilitation as did the TIGERS team game that catalyzed improved team behavior change.  

This showed me in very clear terms where potential re-occurring  income could be earned within the context of longer contracts.

So you see, by doing this I was able to view my offerings from what I call the 30,000 foot level where I could see the entire picture and how each piece of my expertise  fit together very clearly.  And I began to see my system very clearly.















Create different points of billable contact. 

Trust

Interdependence

Genuineness

Empathy

Risk

Success

T I G E R S®



Survey

Game

4 Facilitations

Training



At the beginning of this Webinar I shared that when I was researching what makes a good group of people  ethical, quality focused, productive, cooperative and successful, I discovered the TIGERS Formula for Team Development that is based on principles that are anchored by behaviors that support cooperation and high functioning team dynamics at all levels of operation. 

In review, these principles are Trust, Interdependence, Genuineness, Empathy, Risk and Success.  

In this process I also designed a team survey in order to prove if the model was true. This survey was later validated by both Gonzaga University and the Washington State Education Association and it took me 2 years to complete the validation process.

So, I had my survey that I used with every client. It showed both the client and me where their specific team development growing edge was. That way we took all the guess work out of where to start with their specific and customized team development process. 

Then there was a group development game that I created for my presentation to the US Institute of Applied Business Ethics. This group development tool taught teams the behaviors that produce cooperation and build strong teams and behaviors that will cause predictable problems. This was a tool I also used with every client to catalyze change in improved group process and team relationships.

Then there were a series of 4 facilitations that I designed that I used in tandem  with both the survey and the game to facilitate teams in consensus building, planning and problem solving.

Then there was training I developed for group process improvement.

And, even before coaching became a buzz word, I had already developed a coaching system for my clients to ensure that their training transferred to improved behavior and team skills.  This helped me to head off the Behavior and Measurement mistakes I talked about earlier. 

I used these resources with all of my clients so that behavior and group process skills improved and for measuring the return on their investment. And, I was able to easily customize these resources on a client by client basis. 

So, in order to develop more predictable and steady income over time by defining important feedback loops, I plugged the training topics I had developed under training. The coaching for skills transference under coaching. 

My discoveries and advice under Consulting. This included the TIGERS survey, which I used for diagnostics. Outsourcing and project management also came under consulting. 

The meetings, planning and problem solving sessions came under facilitation as did the TIGERS team game that catalyzed improved team behavior change.  

This showed me in very clear terms where potential re-occurring  income could be earned within the context of longer contracts.

So you see, by doing this I was able to view my offerings from what I call the 30,000 foot level where I could see the entire picture and how each piece of my expertise  fit together very clearly.  And I began to see my system very clearly.















Create different points of billable contact. 

Trust

Interdependence

Genuineness

Empathy

Risk

Success

T I G E R S®



Survey

Game

4 Facilitations

Training

Coaching



At the beginning of this Webinar I shared that when I was researching what makes a good group of people  ethical, quality focused, productive, cooperative and successful, I discovered the TIGERS Formula for Team Development that is based on principles that are anchored by behaviors that support cooperation and high functioning team dynamics at all levels of operation. 

In review, these principles are Trust, Interdependence, Genuineness, Empathy, Risk and Success.  

In this process I also designed a team survey in order to prove if the model was true. This survey was later validated by both Gonzaga University and the Washington State Education Association and it took me 2 years to complete the validation process.

So, I had my survey that I used with every client. It showed both the client and me where their specific team development growing edge was. That way we took all the guess work out of where to start with their specific and customized team development process. 

Then there was a group development game that I created for my presentation to the US Institute of Applied Business Ethics. This group development tool taught teams the behaviors that produce cooperation and build strong teams and behaviors that will cause predictable problems. This was a tool I also used with every client to catalyze change in improved group process and team relationships.

Then there were a series of 4 facilitations that I designed that I used in tandem  with both the survey and the game to facilitate teams in consensus building, planning and problem solving.

Then there was training I developed for group process improvement.

And, even before coaching became a buzz word, I had already developed a coaching system for my clients to ensure that their training transferred to improved behavior and team skills.  This helped me to head off the Behavior and Measurement mistakes I talked about earlier. 

I used these resources with all of my clients so that behavior and group process skills improved and for measuring the return on their investment. And, I was able to easily customize these resources on a client by client basis. 

So, in order to develop more predictable and steady income over time by defining important feedback loops, I plugged the training topics I had developed under training. The coaching for skills transference under coaching. 

My discoveries and advice under Consulting. This included the TIGERS survey, which I used for diagnostics. Outsourcing and project management also came under consulting. 

The meetings, planning and problem solving sessions came under facilitation as did the TIGERS team game that catalyzed improved team behavior change.  

This showed me in very clear terms where potential re-occurring  income could be earned within the context of longer contracts.

So you see, by doing this I was able to view my offerings from what I call the 30,000 foot level where I could see the entire picture and how each piece of my expertise  fit together very clearly.  And I began to see my system very clearly.
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Create different points of billable contact. 



Gather resources.



The next step after I inventoried my business was to gather resources. Some of my resources were other consultants who have complimentary services they offered that were experts in their field. I mentioned early on that my first contract was with a Native Enterprise. I put that project together with 4 other consultants and a university I brought into the mix and have over the years employed other subcontractors as well. The book we created last year called Engagement Retention and Growth is another collaboration that those of you who close the webinar us will receive for free.  I am really happy to share this with the 55 people who are here in the call with me and who knows, maybe your practice will be highlighted in our next book. I also gathered educational resources that would help me increase my business. I took courses, attended conferences and was constantly learning. I revised my tools, perfected my processes and kept growing my business. And, I would like to help you do this too. So with your permission I would like  to take a few minutes before I continue on with solutions to the number one biggest mistake of no reoccurring income to share a resource I have to offer you if you have a serious desire to grow your business with clients you love to work with, who pay you well, who bring your back to work with more of their teams and who refer your business to their colleagues. 

Strategy session

On line home study course with a bonus ticket to the live event.  

So, 

And I would also like to share two additional resources another resource with youI shared with you at the beginning of the Webinar that I would share information about additional resources.  This is where I am going to briefly do this because I want to leave you with more re-occurring income tips. 









Business Development Resources

Help For My Collaborators













#1 Biggest Mistake



 R = Reoccurring      	Income



No steady repeating income.



So to summarize what we have learned today, The number one mistake team builders make that keeps them under paid, under booked and unappreciated is no reoccurring income. 















 Consulting Business Plan



		 Segmented Services



		 Repeatable System



		 Saves Marketing Costs





It is so important to have an over arching consulting plan in place. When it comes to team development there are 4 roles -- The trainer, facilitator, consultant and coach. When you segment the services you already provide under these roles, you will begin the process of developing your own re-occurring income-based process.  Steady Income.

This also helps you to identify who your best consulting and training clients are so that you work from a schedule, for a good fee with clients you like and who value what you bring to the table. 

When you have your system in place it saves you up to 7 times less money than when you are constantly marketing for new projects. This also gives you the leisure to be selective in bringing on new clients. 















The 3 Big Mistakes



		 #3 B = Behavior

		 #2 M = Measurement

		 #1 S = Successful System





         Build More Success



So to wrap up what we learned today,  the 3 big mistakes many team building trainers and consultants make that keep them under booked, underpaid and unappreciated are:

Number three -- and it begins with the letter B – behavior. Their events do not change behavior or improve how things are done in the workplace.

Number two -- and it begins with the letter M – Measurement. Their events do not show their clients a good return on their investment.

And, Number one -- which begins with the letter R –Reoccurring Revenue. They do not offer their clients services in a way where their clients benefit from their services over time and in a way for maximum transference and return on the client’s investment.

So remember the letters BMR. An easy way to remember them is Build More Revenue. 

So do this now. Right in the webinar information box is an important link. This link is to the Steady Income for Team Builders How to set up your team building business for ongoing reoccurring revenue 2 day intensive information page.  

It is here where you will get more information and the opportunity to join me during this dynamic and very exclusive and individualized 2-day business changing event. Again we limit the class size to not more than 30 people so that everyone receives the personalized support they need to leave the training with results. So do yourself a favor and check it out now.  We have made a very special enrollment process for participants of this Webinar. 















Get Your Report Now!



So do this now. Secure your seat in Steady Income For Team Builders. 













www.corevalues.com



Welcome to the Webinar.  

You are about to discover the 3 Big Blunders Many Team Building Trainers  and Consultants Make That Keep Them From Working with good Clients on a regular basis, earning good fees and being brought back to work with more teams  --  over and over.  More importantly you are going to discover how to avoid these mistakes so you can grow your business in a sustainable and successful way.  

My name is Dianne Crampton, and I am very glad you have joined me here. 









